GENERAL ELECTRIC ENGINEER TO LEAD
E. E. Colloquium

Dr. Blake Will Discuss Recent Electrical Developments

EXPLAINS PROBLEM WORK

"Recent Developments in Electrical Engineering" will be the subject of a half-hour address by Dr. George E. Colliquon, a recently appointed electrical engineer in the General Electric Company. The talk will be based on the 33rd annual report of the General Electric Company and will deal with the development work of the company. Students who prefer a personal interview with Mr. Blake on Tuesday evening about the development work of the company may make appointments with Miss Baker in Room 404 E. for discussion. The talk will be given for the benefit of the student body, although the talks are open to all members of the graduating class.

Fifty-Four Men Entered In Last Gym Meet Tonight

Sneye and Abbott Will Meet In Track, Which Will Be Best Event

As the final gym meet of this year, the track meet will be held this evening. Fifty-four men have entered the meet, which is also the last meet of the season.

ROBBERS REPORTED IN NEW DORMITORIES

Sold West Stolen From Room

Burglaries have occurred again in the dormitories, two being reported in the last two weeks. The burglary occurred in the last meet of 1922, which was held last week.

OBERT BURGESS

A C C O N T A B I L I T Y

The first was said to have been in the dormitory at Temple last week. He will return to an ambitious student consists of

QUESTIONS: Is Tech Man Good Debating Judge?

"Anything for Science" Entertainment's Tech's Mote

"It is an attribute to what lengths technology students will go to improve their debating game," said Mr. Dolge, who will speak in Town Hall on Tuesday, March 12th. "Many students have asked me to help them improve their debating game, and I have agreed to do so. I will be speaking on the topic of 'The Future of Technology' at the meeting."
Men of Sound Judgment

Encore

Drumming, that all-worthy organization, is rapidly completing the rehearsals for its second play, "Golden Dandies," a delightful comedy of Moliere's which alone. Certainly the initiative which characterizes this group D. Horvitz
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by. which no other undergraduate activity may equal for some, body who have not yet availed themselves of the opportunity

be of considerable significance to the members of the student privileges generally enjoyed by other undergraduate activities.
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LACROSSE PRACTICE STARTS NEW SEASON

Lacrosse season has opened with football practice, starting with a first session last Thursday afternoon. Both Varsity and freshman teams are on the Camp field every afternoon now, under the direction of Coach Rum, and all are welcome to the practice.

So far, the freshmen have only a single period for their squad, and a team cannot be made up until at least two more men report, so there are no definite plans as to when the varsity will come out. Lack of quantity will prevent the men at the west end of the field from having any previous experience.

Scholastic for the Varsity freshmen boys is positively complete now, and the plans in about three weeks. Freshmen have been approved for the meet, and there is a possibility of more, as their season is thought to be a little too short.

WARREN WILL SPEAK ON AVIATION FUTURE

Former Head of Aeronautical Dept. Is New Editor

Professor Edward Warren '13, former head of the Aeronautical Department at Technology, will deliver a series of lectures dealing with the position and future of modern Britain, Britain in the new world, the development of the British Empire, the new countries of the East, the rise of France, Germany and Italy, and the prospects of Russia. Warren, who has held the important position of chairman of the board of the Century Magazine and has been a member of the board of directors for 12 years, will speak at the Institute on the subject of Aviation, at 7:45 P.M., on Tuesday evening, September 1st. There will be a limited number of seats available for the lecture, and admission will be $1.00.

A S. GLIDER CLUB TO TRAVEL TO CAPE

Plans Are Laid to Test New Glider During Vacation

During the April vacation the Aeronautical Engineering Society will make a trip to the cape to fly their experimental glider. The members of the society must have filled a certain number of hours on the glider. At the present time about twenty men are eligible to fly, and the society hopes to have at least five gliders ready to fly by the time the vacation begins.

When the evening is over, the glider, if it has not been crushed up, will be packed away in the Students' Laundry, and when the same is completed by the men of the club, it will be shipped to the Cape, where the following day, and previous to the first flight, the club will be ready to make the flight.

LANGROCK has only one standard of tailoring—the best for every garment.

From the most luxurious soft wools to distinctive wools—LANGROCK imported fabrics fill every requirement of exclusive appearances.

SUITS

Suits to suit every need

LANGROCK has only one standard of tailoring—the best for every garment.

Which is the longer of these two horizontal lines? If you know the answer—try it on yourself.
ALAMEDA: Seniors Must Turn in Grades to Counselors, April 27

Mr. Ernest Dolge will deliver an illustrated lecture on "Structural Timber and Its Industrial Applications" to the members of the Ceramic Students' Organization. He will also give a lecture on "Ceramic Head." It was announced by Professor C. H. B. Carter, Research Engineer, Thomson Research Laboratory, General Electric Company. Open to seniors and graduate students of the Ceramic Students' Organization.

Mrs. P. Alexander and Mr. Peter P. Alexander, Welding

A series of lectures on "Mechanical and Welding Construction" will be given during the second term by Mr. Thomas F. Melrose '16, Open to seniors and members of the instructional staff.

Welding

Mr. Thomas F. Melrose '16, Monday, March 30, 10:00 A.M., Room 1-134

A course of illustrated lectures on "The History of the Art of Building Construction" will be given during the spring term by Mr. Thomas F. Melrose '16, Open to seniors and members of the instructional staff.

Colloquium

Electrical Engineering Department
Monday, March 30, and Tuesday, March 31, 2:00 P.M., Room 10-285

Mr. D. K. Blake, Central Station Engineering Department, General Electric Company, will continue the colloquium on "Recent Developments in Electrical Distribution Practice." Open to seniors, graduate students and members of the instructional staff.

Mr. Peter P. Alexander, Welding

Monday, March 30, 4:00 P.M., Room 1-134

Mr. Peter P. Alexander, Welding, will deliver a lecture on "Recent Developments in Electrical Distribution Practice." Open to seniors, graduate students and members of the instructional staff.

COLEBY - THINK TECH TOO EASY: MEN DUMB
Female Transfer Students Do Not Agree With Men

(Certified from Time to Time, only)

Mailed to each house, either in the form of a letter, and then put in the mail. The letter that the house will send will be a notification to each student that the house is open and the terms of the house are being confirmed. They are to be put on time that the house is open and the terms of the house are being confirmed.

"The Lounger"

The Lounger has turned out, many examples of which have been acquired by various colleges.

COPLEY

On Sale Street Place—Store for Men and Ladies—Closeout—Street Hours—Men's Furnishings

JORDAN'S JORDAN MARSH COMPANY

Super Jordans GUARDIANS Tweeds

NOW SPECTACULAR!!!

Suede Jackets $6.95

Not a blemish on these skins! No flimsy region where the hide was more delicated! Every coat cut from SELECTED, top grain suede leather. Now genuine feature for sports and freedom. It's the town's sensational suede jacket value.